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A YOUTH, PLAYING AN EIGHT-STRINGED LYRE, WITH THE PLECTRUM IN HI S 

RIGHT HAND AND HIS LEFT HA ND ON THE STRINGS. 

From a Greek vase in the Author's collection. 

ON THE INTERPRETATION OF 

GREEK MUSIC. 

I. 

THE ancient notation was arranged for one-and-twenty notes 
within the octave, e~ch of the seven original notes being 
followed by two supplementary notes. And as the compass 
was three octaves and a third, there were seventy notes in all. 

Two letters were assigned to every note, one set of letters 
being prescribed for instruments and another set for voices. 

A 



4 GREEK MUSIC. 

This is the lettering for voices, taking the notes in order of 
ascent :-

::J ~ * A ~ -i g b U? III VI W V ~ - '" rI 7 F V 1 B V 

n'l'X$YTCpnO_ N M AKI8HZEArBA 

U A * ~ J...L 0' :=:.' N' M' A' K' I' 8' H' Z, E' A' r' B' A' 

U' 

And this is the lettering for instruments :-

C; ~ * v -< T g uu g H i:l R h L ri E IJ.J 3 I- .L -i r L t:. 

t-t~vfFI.&..':JCu)K~)lf') <4L\<V>c U:::JN/ \ 

Z I- ~ a, \" -I K'~' )I' '1' <i' A' <' v' >' c' U':::J' N' /' \' 

z' 

Thus, in the lettering for voices, the common letters of the 
alphabet are taken in their natural order from A to n. Next 
beyond the common n comes V, a modified A, beginning the 
alphabet again with every letter modified. And next before 
the common A comes U, a modified il, finishing the alphabet 
with another set of modifications. But here the alphabet 
omits the letters s, p, 7T, and passes on from 1 to 0', :=:", N', &c., 
for the sixteen highest notes. This departure from the natural 
order must be connected with the fact that in the lettering for 
instruments, as well as here, the letters for these sixteen notes 
are distinguished only by an accent from the letters for the 
notes an octave lower down. And this all looks as though 
the sixteen highest notes were added at some later time. 

In the lettering for instruments the modifications are in
troduced in groups of three, the object being to associate each 
pair of supplementary notes with the original note to which 
they properly belonged. No doubt, Alypios 1 is mistaken in 

1 Alypios, eisagoge, describes the letters passim in setting out the scales. Thus, 
he speaks of 1-, -\, ,", -I as TJl-'iaAcpa, either aptCTTfp6v or aftt6v and IC(ITQI vfvovor 

aVQI VfVOV: of", as 7]Ta al-'fATJTlIC~JV lCa8ftAICVCTI-'EVOV: of I and \ as 6(fta and {3apf,a: 

of t"J, A and < as TT' lCa8ftAICVCTI-'EVOV, TJl-'lafATa ICa8ftAICVCTI-'EVOV and TJl-'laEATa 

TTAa'YtOv: also of rv, VI, L as TJp.lI-'V, aptCTTEp6v or aEl,6v or VTTTtOV. 
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deriving I::l and R from n instead of H, and also in deriving '1 
from n, as this would naturally be ~, a modification of A 
that matches the adjacent ~ and L\. And clearly / and \ 
are modifications of 11\ and N, not accents, as he says. But 
apparently J.. and -\ must be derived from A, and \" and -t 
from V, though the first pair is attached to Z, and the second 
pair to t" which appears to be derived from H. And these 
anomalies make one suspect that the notes originally ended 
here at Z, an octave under Z'. The lettering, moreover, is 
anomalous in the lowest notes as well, ending there with T, 
~, v, ::t(, ~, ~ , just as the lettering for voices ends with -I, 
:--, ..0., ::t(, ~, ~. And that looks as though the notes 
originally stopped at g, two octaves under Z. But this g 
and the rand C above coincide with the g and 1 and C in 
the lettering for voices. So these three letters and the six 
below may be survivals from a time when both the letterings 
were alphabetical. But this is all a barren ground for specu
lation, as nothing can be proved. 

The letterings have been transcribed as follows in all the 
best-known versions of the music found at Delphi and else
where within the last few years:-

:::>..0. >- g b er III W - IT\ 7 F ., n 'I' <J> Y C P 0 

~::t(-I U V1V~rI VFVX T n 
,~ ~ t;) #U-e-f9 ~ 
l~==~----. ,-61~~~_c;;L-~-------:=j-
--~- #?".OI e~------ -

~ v ~ g uu H I::l h E IJ..I I- .L r '" L F ~ C u K 

~::t(T R ..t: M 3 -I L I:. v1 ) 

M A e Z r B U ~ -e- J.. 0' M' A' I' e' z' r' B' U' 

::: N K H E a A * .l:::' N' K' H' E' A' A' 

~ ~~<Z#l2 @-~~ 
~~--u~e=a: . 

'1 ~ < V c N I Z I- , \" K' '1' ~ , <' V' c' N' /' Z' 

~ )I L\ > U :::J \ -\ -I~' )I' A' >' U'::J' \' 
A 2 

I 

~ 

l 
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This system of transcription produces only forty notes in 
place of seventy, so that thirty of the modern notes are used 
for two Greek notes apiece. And this gives rise to three 
objections. 

In the first place, the transcript is ambiguous. Thus, for 

example, the group; o-----;;~ may stand for any 
t...-

one of sixteen different things, C U :::J Z, > N I \, &c. And 
this ambiguity does actually lead to blundering. Quite re
cently, in dealing with a piece of ancient music, an excellent 

critic took an' oA in the transcript to mean an N in the 

original, and proceeded to argue that the piece was written in 
a certain key; when in reality the original had U, a note 
belonging to another scale 1. 

Secondly, in making one modern note do duty for two 
ancient notes, the transcript is giving the same pitch to notes 
that were of different pitch. 

In a degenerate form of ancient music there were indeed 
such things as homo tones, or notes of equal pitch. Thus, in 
setting out a scale of semitones, Gaudentius ~ puts A, >-, g ~ 
b, Cj>, III in the scale with -f, U, It1 as 0fk6Tova, while Aristeides 3 

puts A, -f, g , U, Cj>, III in the scale with >-, b, III as (TVfkcpwvLa,. 

But the origin of these homo tones is plain. The old notation 
had provided for a pair of supplementary notes after each of 
the original notes, putting >- (v) and -f (T) between A (c/» and 
g (s), b (p) and U (n) between g (s) and Cj> (0), and so forth. 
But when the scale was limited to semitones, there was only 
one supplementary note between cp and s, only one between 
sand 0, &c.; and as these supplementary notes were placed 
about half-way between, it did not really matter whether they 

1 See the Classical Review for December last, vol. ix. p. 468, and the author's 
note thereon in the Athenaum of December 14. 

2 Gaudentius, eisagoge, 22. 

S Aristeides, de musica, i. I!. The reader may be cautioned against the version 
of this passage in Jahn's edition of Aristeides, p. 17. It is printed there with 
Bellermann's emendations; and he ' emended' the reading of the MSS. to make it 
suit a theory of his own. 
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were known as v or T, as p or 7T, &c. Gaudentius, however, has 
selected the letters that come first, v after cp, p after S', t after 
0, &c., while Aristeides has selected the letters that come 
second, T, 7T, V, &c. 

That is exactly what has happened to the sharps and flats 
in the modern scale of equal temperament. There is only 
one supplementary note there between F and G, only one 
between G and A, &c.; and as these supplementary notes are 
placed half-way between, they are known indifferently as 
F sharp or G flat, as G sharp or A flat , &c. In some keys, 
however, the modern musician follows Gaudentius in taking 
the first term in each pair, and speaks of all the supplementary 
notes as sharps; whereas in other keys he follows Aristeides, 
takes the second term, and calls them flats. 

But this method of transcribing does not make homo tones 
of the notes that actually were such. It attaches -i (T) to g (S') 
in place of >- (v), U (7T) to er (0) in place of b (p), and so forth. 
In fact" it follows the system of the tempered scale in giving 
the same pitch to F double sharp and G natural, to G double 
sharp and A natural, &c. And there is not any precedent 
for that. 

The lettering for instruments does indeed suggest the use 
of sharps and double sharps in place of sharps and flats, as 
the modified letters are both placed after the original letter 
in every group. F or exam pIe, the letters F, LL., ", C, u, ), 
K, ~, )I, ., seem to answer better to G, G sharp, G double 
sharp, A, ' A sharp, A double sharp, B, B sharp, B double 
sharp, C, than to G, G sharp, A flat, A, A sharp, B flat, B, 
B sharp, C flat, C. And there is no harm in speaking of the 
supplementary notes as sharps and double 'sharps. But when 
the transcript gives the same pitch to ":I and C, to ) and K , 
to ~ and 'lJ &c., it is assuming that the same pitch may be 
given to G double sharp and A, to A double sharp and B, to 
B sharp and C, &c.-a thing that is impossible without the 
tempered scale. 

And that provokes the third objection to this system of 
transcription, to wit, that it involves the modern scale of equal 
temperament. 
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There are some passages in Aristoxenos which look as 
though he was acquainted with a tempered scale; but when 
these passages are taken with their context, that notion is 
dispelled. 

He defines a Fourth as the smallest of the intervals that 
make a concord, and a Fifth as the next smallest of those 
intervals; so that his Fourth is clearly a true Fourth, and his 
Fifth a true Fifth. Having made these definitions, he states 
that a Tone is the amount by which a Fifth exceeds a Fourth, 
and elsewhere he defines a Tone as the difference between the 
two smallest of those intervals that make a concord; so that 
his Tone can only be a major Tone 1. And thus, when he 
proceeds to say that a Fourth contains two Tones and a half, 
he must be using' a half' quite roughly, to indicate a quantity 
that was not really more than '442475. 

Several of the ancient writers call attention to the fact that 
what was termed a Semi-Tone was not exactly half a Tone. 
And they explained the fact by saying that the term was not 
to be compared with terms like Semi-Cubit, which meant 
a measurement of half a Cubit, but only with such terms as 
Semi-Vowel, which meant a letter not unlike a Vowel 2. No 
doubt this explanation may be incorrect; but the fact itself 
is incontestable. 

In face of those definitions of a Tone and Fourth, it is 
absurd to argue that Aristoxenos must be speaking of a mean 
Tone and a tempered Fourth, when he says that a Fourth 
contains two Tones and a half, or when he uses language to 

1 Aristoxenos, p. 45, ed. Meibom, [UTOJ a~ TWv O'vp.cp&J/lOJ/I lJl'TW p.E'Y~6TJ. ~AaXt-

(1TO/l p.~JI, TO 6u~ TEO'O'apOJJI ••• OEVTEPO/l o~, TO 6u1 11'~/lTE ••• T6/1os a' ~O'Tt/I, r1 TO 6ta 
1f~/lTE TOU 6,a TEO'O'apOJJl P.Et(OJl. Cf. p. 21, ~O'Tt o~ T6/1oS -q "W/I 11'PWTOJ/I O'IJp.CPW/lOJv 

ICaTa p.~'YE60s 6Lacpopa. 

~ Gaudentius, eisagoge, 13, TO O~ fJP.LT6/1LO/I ICaAovp.E/lOV oi", EO'TL/I &'KPL/3WS 

~P.LT6/1LOV. Proclos, in Timreum, p. 191 D, E, TO AE"(6p.E/lO/l -I]p.tT6vLO/l, oil ICVp[OJS 

-I]P.LT6vLOV. Theon, de musica, 8, TO P.~"TOL -I]P.LT6/1LO/I OVX WS fjP.LUV T6/10V A~'YETaL, 

K.T.A. Censorinus, de die natali, 10, abusive hemitonion appellat. Macrobius, in 
somnium Scipionis, ii. I, non ita accipiendum est (semitonium) ut dimidius tonus 
putetur. Boetius, de musica, ii. 27, videntur enim semitonia nuncupata, non quod 
vere tonorum sunt medietates, &c. Theon and Macrobius proceed to a comparison 
with the fJp.tCPOJ/lOJl or semivocale. 
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the same effect in other passages. And outside his writings, 
and those of his disciples, there is nothing to imply that any 
tempered scale was known in ancient times. 

The third objection to this system of transcribing is there
fore very serious. Not only are the notes within the octave 
reduced from twenty-one to twelve by making nine of them 
of equal pitch with others, but the remaining twelve are 
forced into the tempered scale; the result being that, which
ever of the twenty-one is selected as a tonic, the other twenty 
must all be more or less inaccurate in pitch. 

These errors would be avoided by transcribing the ancient 
letters into modern letters in the following way:-

C Clc21flhgglg2a al a2 b b1 b2 C Cl C2 d d1 d2 ~ ~1 C2 

~ -E * 't1 ~ T g 00 g H l:I R h .J: rI E I.JJ 3 .... .l -f r L I:. 

n'V X<I>YT C P no:=: N M A K le H Z E Il r B A 

.( .(1 !2~ ~1.f2 ~ ~l ~2 ~ ~l ~2 ~ ~1 ~2 ~ tll ~2 .~ .~l ~2 .( (1:6 
tv ~ V1Fu.,=/ C u) K~)I '1<:; L\< V> cU::J N / \ 

-? -rl-r2 ~ ~ ~2 
Z~~","7 

u' 
g 

z' 

O':=:' N' M' A' K' I' e' H' Z' E' Il' r' B' A' 

b bI b2 C Cl C2 d dl d2 C Cl c2 1 11 12 
••••••• , ............. '0' 0.0 '.' .... .. 

The notes that are transcribed as a, b, c, d, c, f, g have 
enough in common with the modern notes A, B, C, D, E, F, G 
to make these letters useful as a guide to memory. A suffix 
1 or 2 distinguishes the first and second supplementary notes, 
while the punctuation. and .. and '.' distinguishes the octaves. 
So this modern lettering gives all the information that is 
given by the ancient lettering, and gives it in a simpler form. 
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11. 

When a musical note is produced by the vibration of 
a string, its pitch depends upon the rate at which the string 
vibrates. And the rate of this vibration varies inversely with 
the length of the string, so long as the tension and the 
thickness of the string remain the same. 

Thus, an Octave is produced by strings whose lengths are 
in the ratio of I to 2, a Fifth by those which have the ratio 
of 2 to 3, and a Fourth by those which have the ratio of 
3 to 4· Suppose, then, that four strings are taken with 
a length of 6 inches, 8 inches, 9 inches, and 12 inches respec
tively. Then the 6-inch and the 12-inch strings will give an 
Octave, since the lengths are in the ratio of I to 2. The 
6-inch and the 9-inch strings will give a Fifth, and so also 
will the 8-inch and 12-inch strings, the ratio being 2 to 3 in 
both these cases. The 6-inch and the 8-inch strings, and 
again the 9-inch and the 12-inch strings, will give a Fourth, 
the ratio being 3 to 4. And the 8-inch and the 9-inch strings 
will give a Tone, with the ratio of 8 to 9, since a Tone is 
represented by the difference between a Fourth and Fifth 1. 

These simple ratios of I to 2 and 2 to 3 and 3 to 4 were 
used to fix the four chief notes of every octave, two near the 
middle and one at either end. And generally the ratio of 
8 to 9, which is involved in those of 2 to 3 and 3 to 4, was 
used to fix the four remaining notes. 

Between the two notes near the middle and the two at 
either end there were two intervals in which the ratio was 
3 to 4· Now 3 to 3i and 3i to 3~! each had the ratio 
of 8 to 9 ; or if these figures were multiplied by 64 in order 
to eliminate the fractions, 192 to 216 and 216 to 243 each 
had the ratio of 8 to 9, while 192 to 256 was in the ratio of 
3 to 4. And thus the introduction of two intervals that had 

1 This is all demonstrated in due form by Euclid, sectio canonis, propositions 6, 
8, 12 and 13: also by Plutarch, de musica, 22, 23, and others. 
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the ratio of 8 to 9 into an interval that had the ratio of 
3 to 4 produced an interval that had the ratio of 243 to 256. 
In other words, the introduction of two Tones into a Fourth 
produced the interval that technically was called a Diesis or 
Leimma and vulgarly a Semi-Tone. 

Plato seems to have styled the interval a Leimma, though 
the word itself does not occur in any of his extant writings 1 ; 

and this name lived on beside the name of Semi-Tone, which 
probably was introduced by Aristoxenos 2. The earlier 
Pythagoreans had used the name of Diesis 3. 

When the first four notes of any octave were given by strings 
whose lengths were 192 and 216 and 243 and 256, the fifth 
note and the eighth note were given by strings whose lengths 
were 288 and 384 respectively; since 192 to 384 was in the 
ratio of 1 to 2, while 192 to 288 and 256 to 384 were in the 
ratio of 2 to 3, and 288 to 384 was in the ratio of 3 .to 4. 
And as this interval was treated like that other interval in 
which the ratio was 3 to 4, the sixth and seventh notes were 
given by strings whose lengths were 324 and 364!; since 
288 to 324 and 324 to 364t each had the ratio of 8 to 9, while 
364t to 384 was in the ratio of 243 to 256. These figures 
being multiplied by 2 in order to eliminate the fraction, the 
eight notes of the octave were given by strings whose lengths 
were 384 and 432 and 486 and 512 and 576 and 648 and 729 
and 768 respectively. 

If these eight notes were taken in order of descent, the 
pitch decreasing as the length increased from 384 to 768, 
the intervals were Tone, Tone, Leimma; Tone; Tone, Tone, 

1 Plato, Timreus, p. 36 A, B, TJJltOA/OJV o~ OtaC1TaC1fOJv ICa~ ~1ftTP£TOJV ICa~ ~1TO'y86OJv 
"'(fVOJlEVOJV EIC TOlhOJv TWV OEC1JlWV EV Tats 1Tp6C1(JfV OtaC1TaC1fC1t, TfjJ TOU E1TO"'(o6ov 

OtaC1rftJlaTt Ta E7TITptTa 1TaVTa C1VVf1TATJPOVTO, Af£1TOJV aVTWV ~ICaC1Tov Jl6ptOV, TijS TOU 

",OPIOV TaVTTJS OtaC1TaC1fOJS AftCPOflC1TJS apt(JJlOV 1TPOS ap,(J",ov EXOVC1TJS TOUS CJPOVS C1V~ 
1TPOS C1Jl"'('. This use of Afl1TQ1/I and Aftcp(Je£C1TJS seems to involve the use of AElp,,,,a. 
cf. Macrobius, in somnium Scipionis, ii. I, Plato semitonium AftJlJla vocitavit. 

~ See above, page 8 and note 2. 

S Nicomachos, encheiridion, 9, 12, Stobreos, eclogre, i. 21. 7, and Boetius, de 
musica, Hi. 8, quote/ sayings of Philolaos in which this interval is styled a O/fC1tS; 

and Theon, de musica, 12, and Macrobius, in somnium Scipionis, ii. I, remark 
this usage of the term among his followers. 

A 3 

j 
~ 

l 
I 

.l 

] 
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Leimma-there being a ratio of 8 to 9 for every Tone and 
243 to 256 for every Leimma. But in the scales the Hypo
Lydian group put e a Fourth above b and a Fifth above a, 

and the Hypo-Phrygian group put d a Fourth above a and 
a Fifth above g, while the Hypo-Dorian group put c a Fourth 
above g and a Fifth above fl. And thus, as a Tone was the 
difference between a Fourth and a Fifth and a Leimma was 
the difference between two Tones and a Fourth, the eight 
notes e, d, c, b, a, g, f, e were separated by the intervals of 

Tone, Tone, Leimma; Tone; Tone, Tone, Leimma. So 
these eight notes, or their equivalents in the octaves up 
above, were given by strings whose lengths were in the ratios 
just described. 

A supplementary note was placed in every Tone by reckon
ing the ratio for the Tone as 16 to 18 in place of 8 to 9, and 
thereby bringing in the ratios of 16 to 17 and J7 to 18 2• And 
commonly the name of Semi-Tone was given to both the 
intervals that were created in this way, although the first 
of them was rather more than half a Tone and the second 
was rather less. But technically the first was known as an 
Apotome and the second as a Leimma 3. 

As there were five Tones in every Octave, these ratios of 
16 to 17 and 17 to 18 introduced five supplementary notes. 
And as the Tones were e to d, d to c, b to a, a to g and g to j, 

these supplementary notes belonged to d, c, a, g and f. But 
the scales all show that d2 , c2 , a2, g2 and h were the only 
supplementary notes that had to stand a Fourth or Fifth 
away from one or other of the original notes: so these must 
represent the supplementary notes that were inserted in the 
middle of each Tone. 

1 The scales are all given by Alypios, eisagoge. See below, page 18. 
2 Plutarch, de animre procreatione, 18. Aristeides, de musica, iii. 1. Ptolemy, 

harmonica, i. 10. Boetius, de musica, i. 16, iii. 1. Proclos, in Timreum, p. 195 A. 
S A AEtp.j-W. and a.1TO'TOP.~ together made a Tone, and the a.1TO'TOP.~ was larger than 

the AEtp.p.a-see Gaudentius, eisagoge, 14; Boetius, de musica, ii. 29; Proclos, in 
Timreum, p. 195 D-so that, if the AEtp.p.a took the ratio of 17 to 18, the a.1TO'TOP..q 

would get the ratio of 16 to 17. And this was probably the genuine AEtp.p.a, the 
interval of ratio 243 to 256 being properly a ~[E(J'tr. Thus in Theon, de musica, 36, 
the interval of ratio 243 to 256 is distinguished as 'TO ~W"Q.lOV AElp.p.a. 
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Two more supplementary notes might then have been 
inserted in each Tone by doubling the ratios of 16 to 17 and 
17 to 18, and bringing in the ratios of 32 to 33 and 33 to 34 
within the ratio of 32 to 34 and the ratios of 34 to 35 and 35 
to 36 within the ratio of 34 to 361. But the notation shows 
that only one more supplementary note was placed in every 
Tone; and as dl came between d2 and d, Cl between C2 and c, 
al between a2 and a, gl between g2 and g, and fl between f2 
and f, the ratios of 34 to 35 and 35 to 36 were those that 
fixed the five notes dI , Cl' a l' gl and.h. 

The interval that had the ratio of 35 to 36 was smaller 
than the interval that had the ratio of 34 to 35; and the 
whole interval of ratio 34 to 36 was smaller than the interval 
of ratio 32 to 34 that was required to complete the Tone. 
So these little intervals were far from being a quarter of 
a Tone apiece, although they generally were reckoned as 
such 2. The usual name for them was Diesis, but originally 
they bore the name of Diaschisma 3. 

If similar methods were employed in dealing with the 
intervals in which the ratio was 243 to 256, one supplementary 
note was inserted there by doubling this ratio and bringing 
in the ratios of 486 to 499 and 499 to 512, and then another 
was inserted by doubling the latter ratio and bringing in the 
ratios of 998 to 1011 and 1011 to 1024. And as C b andfe 
were the intervals in which the ratio was 243 to 256, the first 
of these supplementary notes was b2 or e2 and the second was 
bI or el • 

The eight original notes being given by strings whose 
lengths were 384 and 432 and 486 and 512 and 576 and 684 
and 729 and 768 respectively, the following list will show the 
lengths required for all the supplementary notes, the figures 
being multiplied by 4 in order to get rid of fractions:-

1 Aristeides, de musica, iii. I. 

2 Thus, for example, Baccheios, eisagoge, 8, and Vitruvins, de architectura, v. 4, 
make a l>£EO'LS a quarter of a Tone. Aristeides, de musica, iii. I, and Proclos, in 
Timreum, p. T91 E, remark the error. 

3 Boetius, de musica, iii. 8, quoting Philolaos, d£asch£sma (est) d£m£d£um d£eseos. 
Cf. note 3 on page 1 I for d£es£s in Philolaos. 



23°4, a_ 
2240, a1 -

2 176, a2 -

GREEK 

1728,d-
r680,d

l
_ 

1632,d2-

2592, g-
2520, gl-

2448, g2-

MUSIC_ 

1944, c. 2048, b_ 
1890, Cl- 2022, bl -

1836, c2- 1996, b2 -

2916,/ 3°72, e_ 
2835,j~- 3033,e1 -

2754,]';- 2994,e2-

Having some doubts about the working of a scale con
structed in this way, the author requested Messrs_ Broadwood 
to procure for him a series of ten tuning-forks to represent 
the notes from e to b_ The length of the strings was enough 

to fix the relative pitch of all the notes, but there was nothing 
to fix the absolute pitch of anyone of them. F or con
venience, however, the author reckoned the pitch of e at 324 

double vibrations per second, and thus obtained the following 
pitch for the remaining notes, the rate of vibration varying 
inversely as the length of string :-

e,324 d, 288 c, 256 
d1 ,296l5" 
d2,304t~ 

Cll 263-!-i 
C2 ,271l." 

Or, putting the fractions into decimals, 

b, 243 
bl , 246l-rrV'T 
b2,249i~t 

dll 296-23 Cl' 263'31 bl ,246'1 2 
d 2,304'94 C2,271-06 b2,249-33 

The tuning-forks were made at Sheffield by Messrs. 
Valantine and Carr, and were tested by the makers on 
a Tonometer of their own. After they were delivered to 
Messrs_ Broadwood, they were tested again by Mr_ Hipkins 
on the late Mr. Ellis's copy of the Scheibler Tonometer, 
now in the Science Department of the South Kensington 
Museum 1. And these were the results:-

e,323-43 d, 287-20 

dl ,295-33 
d2,304'45 

c, 255-64 
Cl' 262'45 
C2,27°'35 

b, 242'24 
bl ,245'37 
b2,248'52 

1 The author is greatly indebted to Messrs. Broadwood, and especially to 
Mr. Hipkins, for taking such trouble in the matter. 
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In every instance the rate of the vibrations is rather less 
than was demanded. But the error is never more than '90 and 
never less than '36; and being always in the same direction, it 
has scarcely any effect upon the relative position of the notes. 

Excepting the group of b, bI , b2 , the notes all come out 
clearly at intervals that can easily be recognized; and the 
sequence is exceedingly melodious. But when b or bI or b2 

is sounded by itself, there is some difficulty in saying which of 
them it is; although the difference is obvious enough when 
they are sounded in succession. 

Now, the length of the strings for bI and b2 was settled on 
the supposition that the intervals of ratio 243 to 256 were 
treated like the intervals of ratio 8 to 9. .As the lengths 
8i and 8£ were taken between 8 and 9, the lengths 2491 and 
252£ were taken between 243 and 256; and as these figures 
were raised to 34 and 35 between 32 and 36 in the first case, 
they were raised to 998 and 1011 between 972 and 1024 in 
the second case, in order to eliminate the fractions. Suppose, 
however, that the fraction was eliminated from 252£ by the 
simpler process of ignoring the! altogether, and treating the 
length as 252. Some very curious results will follow. 

The intervals b bI and eel will then be determined by the 
ratio of 252 to 256, or 63 to 64. The intervals d du C Cll a av 
g gl and 111 are determined by the ratio of 35 to 36. And an 
interval of ratio 35 to 36 becomes an interval of ratio 63 to 64 
on subtraction of the well-known interval of ratio 80 to 81. 

Taking 2016 in place of 2022 and 3024 in place of 3033 as 
the lengths for b1 and el' and then examining the seven 
original notes and the seven with suffix I , there is the ratio of 
1 to 2 in e:, eI ~I' I.f, &c., the ratio of 2 to 3 in e b, eI bll I C, 

&c., the ratio of 3 to 4 in e a, gc, gI Cl, &c., the ratio of 4 to 5 in 
gIbl and cleI , the ratio of 5 to 6 in eIgI and bldI , the ratio of 

6 to 7 in e1g and bI d, the ratio of 7 to 8 in a bI and del' the 

ratjo of 8 to 9 in I g, 11 gll g a, &c., the ratio of 9 to 10 
in at bI and dI : ll the ratio of 15 to 16 in el/I and bI Cl' 

the ratio of 27 to 28 in ell and bI c, the ratio of 27 to 32 in 
e g, a c, a I Cll &c., the ratio of 35 to 36 in 111, g gl' a all 
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&c., and the ratio of 243 to 256 in e f and b c. Hence, with bl 

and e1 in those positions, these fourteen notes involvTe the 
fourteen most important ratios that Ptolemy employs in his 
arrangement of the scales 1. But seven of these fourteen 
ratios depend on bl and el • 

The four original notes b, c, d, e are separated by intervals 

of ratio 243 to 256, 8 to 9 and 8 to 9, and thus produce the 
ordinary Tetrachord of the Pythagoreans, which Ptolemy 
called the Diatonic Tetrachord of Eratosthenes, and retained 
in his own system as the Double-Tone Diatonic 2. The four 
supplementary notes bl , Cl' dl , :1 are separated by intervals of 

ratio 15 to i6, 8 to 9 and 9 to 10, and thus produce the 
Tetrachord that Ptolemy described as the Severe Diatonic 3. 

But the four notes bl , C, Cl' el are separated by intervals of ratio 

27 to 28, 35 to 36 and 4 to 5, and thus produce what Ptolemy 
called the Enharmonic T etrachord of Archytas. And such 
coincidences make it fairly certain that bl and el have now been 
put into their proper places. 

Setting aside the Tetrachords that Ptolemy ascribes to 
Aristoxenos-their structure being questionable-there are 
sixteen other ratios employed in his arrangement of the scales. 
But all these ratios may be derived from those already quoted. 
Thus the ratio of 9 to 10 gives rise to those of 18 to 19 and 19 
to 20, and to those of 38 to 39 and 39 to 40. The ratio of 5 
to 6 gives rise to those of 10 to 11 and I I to 12, and to those 
of 20 to 21 and 21 to 22. The ratio of 15 to 16 gives rise to 
those of 30 to 31 and 31 to 32; and this ratio of 15 to 16 with 
that of 14 to 16, or 7 to 8, produces the ratio of 14 to 15. 
Again, the ratio of 243 to 256 with that of 224 to 256, or 7 to 
8, produces the ratio of 224 to 243. The ratio of 15 to 19 
would come from those of 19 to 20 and 15 to 20, or 3 to 4. 
And the ratios of 45 to 46, 23 to 24 and 24 to 25, or 46 to 
48 and 48 to 50, might be obtained from that of 45 to 50, or 
9 to 10. 

As an adjustment of bl and e1 brought in seven of Ptolemy's 

1 Ptolemy, harmonica, ii. 14. 2 Aub·ovoVatTOVlaLov. 
3 At<lTovov CfllVTOVOV. 
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ratios in addition to the seven that already were involved in 
the original notes and those with suffix l' the probabilities are 
that some of the remaining ratios could be obtained by a proper 
adjustment of b2 and e2 and the introduction of the other notes 
with suffix 2' But the author has not been fortunate enough 
to find a likely place for b2 or e2 • 

The length of 252 was obtained for bl and el by ignoring 
the! in 252!; and this suggests that the! in 2491 might be 
ignored in dealing with b2 and e2. Again, the ratio for b b1 
and eel has been converted into 256 to 252, or 64 to 63; and 
this suggests that the ratio for bl b2 and el e2 may possibly be 
252 to 248, or 63 to 62. But neither 249 nor 248, nor any 
other number in that neighbourhood, seems to give a 
satisfactory result. 

If the ratio of 248 to 256, or 31 to 32, is used provisionally 
for determining the intervals b b2 and e e2 , the lengths of string 
will have to be reduced from 1996 and 2994 to 1984 and 2976 
for b2 and e2• And the lengths for bl and el have already been 
reduced from 2022 and 3033 to 2016 and 3024. 

Then, supposing that an octave of twelve mean Semi-Tones 
is reckoned as 1200, the intervals eel and b bl may be reckoned 
as 27 apiece, el e2 and bl b2 as 28 apiece, and e2f and b2 cas 35 
apiece; ffv g gl' a aI, C Cl and d dl as 49 apiece, fIf2' glg2' 
a l a2, Cl c2 and d1 d2 as 50 apiece, and f2g, g2 a, a2 b, c2 d and d2: 

as 105 apiece 1. And then the ancient notes may be arranged 
as follows :-

0,e.204,d. 408,c. 498,b. 702,a. 906,g. lIIO,f. 1200, e. 

155,dl • 359,c1• 47 I ,bl , 653, aI' 8S7,g1' 1061'/1' 1173,e1· 

I05,d2· 309,C2· 443,b2· 603,a2, 807,g2' 1011,f2' 1145,e2, 

According to Alypios, the scales were formed of eighteen 
notes apiece; and there were five-and-forty scales in all, or 
fifteen scales of three types each-diatonic, chromatic, and 
enharmonic. But in the chromatic and enharmonic types the 
notes were just the same; and in the diatonic type the only 

1 The formula ill X (log. x-log.)') x40 gives the number of mean Semi-Tones 
in an interval of ratio x to),. 
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variation was in notes 4,7, 10, 14 and 17· Putting the dia
tonic notes for 4 and 7 and 10 in brackets, and omitting the 

. notes from 12 to 18, as these are only a repetition of the 
notes from 2 to 8 an octave higher up, the entire system 
is reducible to this:-

I 2 3 4 (4) 5 6 7 (7) 8 9 10 (10) 11 

Hvpo-DoRIAN 1 g glg2 (a2) C Cl C2 (d2).( ~ (2 (2) a2 

Hvpo-IASTIAN 12 g2 a a2 (b) c2 d d2 (~) .(2 ~.f2 (~) b 

HVPO-PHRVGIAN g a a l a2 (C) d d1 d2 (.() .f -?1~2 (~2) C 

HVPO-iEOLIAN g2 a2 b b2 (C2) d2 ~ ~2 (:(2) ~2 ~ ~2 (b) c2 

Hvpo-LvDIAN a b bl b2 (d) ~ :1 ~2 (~) ~ ~1 ~2 (c) d 

DORIAN a2 C Cl C2 (d2) ( .(t (2 (.f2) ~2 ~ ~2 (~2) d2 

IASTIAN b C2 d d2 (~) .(2~.f2 (~) ~ ~1 ~2 (~) e 

PHRVGIAN C d dl d2 «() .f 4"1.f2 (~2) : :1 ~2 (~2)! 

LEOLIAN C2 d2 : :2 (.(2).f2 ~ ~2 (~) ~2 ~ ~2 (~) !2 

LVDIAN d : :1 ~2 (4") ~ ~1 ~2 (~) ~ ~l ~2 (!) .f. 
HVPER-DoRIAN d2 ! .(1 (2 (-?"2) ~2 ~ ~2 (~2) ~2 ~ :2 </z) -?2 

HVPER-IASTIAN : (2 <? 4"2 (~) ~ ~l ~2 (~ ~ ~l ~2 (~) ~ 

HVPER-PHRVGIAN.( ~ .f14"2 (~2) : ~l ~2 (~2)! .(t~ (f.2) ~2 

HVPER-iEOLIAN .(2.f2 ~ ~2 (~) ~2 ~ ~2 (~) !2 ~ f.2 (~) ~ 

HVPER-LvDIAN g ~ ~1 ~2 (~) ~ ~1 ~2 (.() ~ -?1f.2 (~2) : 

I 2 3 4 (4) 5 6 7 (7) 8 9 10 (10) 11 

Of course, these scales all differ in pitch, like the modern 
scales of different keys. But they do not differ, like the 
modern scales of different modes, in the order of the inter
vals alone. The difference here involves the nature of the 
intervals as well. 
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For example, in the Phrygian scale of c the only supple

mentary notes with suffix 1 are dl and 4"1 and ~11 with ~1 and fl 

in the octave up above; and these are all determined by the 
ratios of the Tone. But the Lydian scale of d has el and el' . .. 
which are determined by the ratios of the Leimma, as well as 
al and dl and aI' which come from Tones. And thus the . . .. 
Lydian scale admits the well-known intervals of 231, or ratio 
7 to 8, in d Cl and d Cl' of 2 67, or ratio 6 to 7, in clg and elg, . . .. . . . ... 
and finally of 182, or ratio 9 to la, in dl el' which is thus 

a minor Tone. And in the Phrygian scale these intervals are 
not to be obtained. 

Thus, in passing from the Phrygian to the Lydian scale 
there was a change of mode as well as key; and a change of 
mode had more effect in ancient than in modern music, since 
it varied the selection of the intervals. 

No doubt the Lydian music differed from the Phrygian 
in many things besides this raising of the pitch from c c to d d 

.. .. 
and the admission of these intervals of ratio 6 to 7 and 7 to 8 
and 9 to 10; for the Phrygian was accounted fit for warriors 
on the field of battle, while the Lydian was consigned to lazy 
banquetting 1. But presumably the change of mode and key 
together helped to make these different types of music arouse 
such different emotions. 

In several vf these scales some curious intervals are formed 
by the connexion of the Leimma with the segments of the 
Tone, such as that of 195, or ratio 243 to 272, in a:l. c at the 
beginning of the Dorian scale. As a rule, the scales began 
with major Tones of 204, or ratio 8 to 9. But in a scheme of 
Ptolemy's for seven scales to suit the seven notes within an 
octave, the seven intervals of ratio 7 to 8, 8 to 9, 9 to 10, &c., 
are taken in turn for the beginning of the scales 2: so this rule 
was not imperative. And there is really no justification for 
altering the place of a2 to make a2 c a major Tone, or for 
tampering with the other notes that incidentally produce 
abnormal intervals. 

1 Plato, politeia, pp. 398 E, 399 A. , Ptolemy, harmonica, ii. II. 
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A couple of examples will suffice to show the nature of the 
music that was extracted from the ancient notes. 

In the first of the Hymns from Delphi the passage about 

KAvra p.fyaA67rOALS 'AOOLs has the notes f, c?' 4."1'~' ~2' ~}) ~, ~ 1. 
Here the voice ascends 2004, ascends 49, descends 49, descends 
6°3, descends 50, descends 49, descends 90. The transcript 
gives F, G, A flat, G, D, D flat, C, B. And there the voice 
ascends zoo, ascends 100, descends 100, descends 500, descends 
100, descends 100, descends 100. 

Again, in the second of these Hymns the words oftap.fvos 

ap.{3p6rav have the notes ~, ?, ~11 ~, ~, ~1' ~2. Here the voice 

descends 294, ascends 207, ascends 267, ascends 204, ascends 
207, descends 207. The transcript gives D, B, C, D, E, F, E. 
And there the voice descends 300, ascends 100, ascends ZOO, 

ascends Z00, ascends 100, descends 100. 
In fact, the charm of ancient melodies was in the subtle 

variation of the intervals through which they rose and fell ; 
and all their charm is sacrificed when they are forced into 
a modern scale. 

Ill. 

The duration of the notes was indicated by the syllables 
to which they were attached. And thus, if syllables in verse 
are classed as long and short, and a short is reckoned as half 
a long, this mode of reckoning must be adopted for the notes 
as well. 

For example, take the music for the twelfth of the Homeric 
Hymns 3. The notes may not be quite so ancient as the 
words; but they can scarcely be condemned as spurious, 
although their pedigree is incomplete. 

1 Bulletin de Correspondance Hellenique, vol. xvii. plate 21 bis, and vol. xviii. 
plate 25. 

2 Ibid., vol. xviii. plates 12 bis and 20. 

S Published in 1724 by Benedetto Marcello in his Parafrasi sopra li primi 
venticinque Salmi, vol. Hi. p. 132. 
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d d tf~l:tf d bl bl el g el el e1 ea 

D.~JJ.YJrp' " 
, 

{JE6v, ~pxoJJ.' aECOELV, YJVKO/lOV, CTEJJ.VYJV 

ag g e1 el =1:1~1 :~ d d gg b1 ....... 
Avr~v, Kal 

, 
7rEpLKaAAEa ITEPCTEcp6vELav. KOVpYJV, 

e1 el el el ee ee ea .... .... 

In the first and last lines the long syllables at the end are 
sung to two notes each, and mus~ therefore be reckoned as 
pairs of short syllables in dealing with the music. And thus, 
with the ordinary signs for long and short, the music is 

d d d d d hI b1 
- .... .... 

et e el g el et el e a .. 
- - - d d J 

... - bI a g g el el el et et e g g 

hI hI ' b1 bl bl bl hI el el el el e e e e e a .. 

But this is only a succession of long notes with short notes 
of exactly half their length; and although a succession of 
Minims and Crotchets, or Crotchets and Quavers, may be 
suitable enough in music that has nothing but the Tones and 
Semi-Tones of equal temperament, some refinement is 
required here in music that involves the Diesis, Apotome, &c. 

In all probability the duration of the notes was governed 
by some such rules as those that governed the pitch, for 
HexameteJ:s were curiously like Octaves]. Roughly speak
ing, there were six Tones in an Octave, just as there were six 
Feet in a Hexameter; a Tone contained a pair of Semi
Tones, or one Semi-Tone and a pair of Quarter-Tones, just 
as a Foot was either a Spondee of two long syllables or 
a Dactyl of one long and two short; and the Fourth and 
Fifth divided the Octave into two Tones and a half and three 
and a half, just as the Ca!sura divided the Hexameter into 
two Feet . and a half and three and a half. But, strictly 

1 The comparison is suggested by Aristeides, de musica, i. 14, l3. 
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speaking, the Octave was divided into two Tones and 
a Leimma and three and a Leimma in place of two and 
a half and three and a half, since the whole was rather less 
than six enti're Tones; and in every Tone the first of the 
so-called Semi-Tones and Quarter-Tones was rather larger 
than the second. Hence a Spondee would have made the 
first note rather longer than the second, while a Dactyl would 
have made the first note rather longer than the second and 
third together, and also made the second rather longer than 
the third. The long note before the Ccesura and the long 
note at the end would each have been abbreviated to repre
sent a Leimma, and likewise the pairs of short notes that 
occasionally were used in place of them. But obviously the 
analogy is somewhat strained. 

No doubt the duration of the notes was modified to some 
extent by their position in the verse; and the signs for the 
Ccesura and the Foot should perhaps be added to the ordinary 
signs for long and short, as follows :-

cl ~ I? ~1 ~ 1 ~ 11 ~ I ~1 ~1 ~l I ~ ;1 ~1 1 ~.1; a 

a i I i ~1 I ~1 1I ~1 ~1 I ~1 ~ ? 1 ~ ~ i I i /;1 

But possibly it would be better to give the words themselves, 
for this formidable array of signs only touches the duration of 
the notes so far as that was settled by the rhythm of the 
verse. 

A system of dots and dashes is employed in two of the 
surviving bits of ancient music to determine the duration of 
the notes or their intensity. There is a fragment of papyrus 
at Vienna 1 with a few notes of the music for the Orestes of 
Euripides. The verses are-

KaroAoq)'lJpop.a£, KaroAocpvpop.a£, 
p.adpos atp.a o-as, () 0-' ava{3aKx€vEL; 

1 Mittheilungen aus der Sammlung der Papyrus Erzherzog Rainer, vol. v. p. 66. 
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o fJ-€yas OA{30S OV fJ-OVLfJ-OS EM {3poroLs· 
ava Of Aa'iq>os &Ss 

TLS aKarov Boas TLvatas oa{p.wv 

Kar€KAV(HV OELVWV 7TOVWV WS 7Tovrov K.r.A.1 

In the papyrus the verses are divided by a species of 
KOPWVLS in the shape of Z; and there is always a dot above 
this Z and a dot behind the note that follows. Thus there 
is a i to divide KaroAocf>vpoMaL from Marlpos, and a p. to give 
the note for fJ-a: so also a i to divide ava{3aKXEVEL from 0 p.lyas, 

and an ,. to give the note for 0; and again a i to divide 
{3poroLS from ava, and an ,. to give the note for a. But 
evidently the scribe was puzzled by the half-verse ava Of 
Aa'icf>os &Ss and completed it with TLS aKarov Boas, putting a i 
above the line to divide Boas from TLva~as and a et>. to give 
the note for Tt, as though this were the beginning of another 
verse. And having thus lost the guidance of the metre, he 
makes a long scrawl after Kar€KAV(TEV, and tries to start another 
verse at WS 7Tovrov by adding i and ,. above the line. 

Apparently there was a dot and dash -!... to mark the first 
note of the fourth Foot in every verse. This is distinctly 

1 Verses 338-343. 
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visible above the note for Jp. in Jp. (3poroLs at the end of the 
third verse, above the note for rov in dKdrov 8oas, which is 
treated here as the end of the fourth verse, and above the 
note for (}'€v in KarlKAvcrEv, as though the scribe were trying to 
make the fifth verse end with KarlKAvcrEv 7TOVWV in order to 
begin the sixth with &s 7Tovrov. There is also a trace of it 
above the note for cpvp in KaroAocpvpop.aL at the end of the first 
verse; but nothing can be seen above the note for (3aK in 
(wa(3aKXEvEL at the end of the second 1. In this verse, however, 
the penultimate is long, whereas the other verses make it 
short; and possibly the sign was not required here. 

The fragment is not large enough to give the first note of 
the second or third Foot in any of the verses, except the note 
for Kar in KarlKAvcrEv, which must be treated here as the 
beginning of the third Foot in the fifth verse. But there is 
not any sign above this note. 

The system is varied in a song inscribed on stone in honour 
of a man named Seikilos 2• His monument was found at 
Tralles, and is now at Smyrna. 

a e 
~ .!-/ 

e ~2~~ ~ 
-! . .1 

~~ ~ e dC2 b a bg a 

ocrov (vs, cpalvov' p.rJO€V 5i\ws crV AV7TOV' 
, 

7TpOS 

...!...,I 

bg a C2 b d 

Excepting the first three words, this can be arranged in 
verses of one type, as follows :-

P.rJOEV OAWS crv AV7TOV' - v v - v -

7TPOS oAlyov ~crrL 1'0 (~v' v v v v - v -

1'0 rlAos 0 Xpovos a7TaLT'EL. v v v v v v v-

The sign .!-I is ~sed here, like the sign Z in the papyrus, 
as a species of KOpWV{S for marking off the verses; and there is 
always a dash-above the last note of the third Foot, just as 

1 The author has examined the papyrus. 
2 Bulletin de Correspondance Hellenique, vol. xviii. plate 13· 
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the papyrus has a dot and dash .!... above the first note of the 
fourth Foot. Thus the words 5CTOV (~s must form a verse 
apart, as they answer to the endings of these other verses, CTV 
AV7rOV, 'TL TO '~V, d7raLT€L. And then the word cpaLvov will also 
form a verse apart. There is a dot underneath the KOPWVLS at 
the end of this little verse +', and a dash - above the first 
note in the verse that follows, although no dash or dot is 
given to the first note in the other verses. And some dots 
may be observed above the three notes of the second Foot in 
the longer verses at the end, whereas the papyrus has only 
a dot behind the first note of each verse. 

There is altogether such a difference between the system in 
the papyrus and the system on this stone, that no valid rules 
can be established for the distribution of the dots and dashes. 
But obviously the system is only meant to show the rhythm 
of the verses, for the position of all these signs is determined 
by the metre. In reality no signs were needed for this 
purpose; and none were used in the remaining bits of ancient 
music. Of course, such signs might possibly have been omitted 
in the copying of pieces that are only known through manu
scripts; but the Hymns discovered at Delphi are originals on 
stone, and they have not th~se dots and dashes. 

While the metre may ha've varied the Cluration of the notes 
that normally were classed as long or short, it must certainly 
have varied their intensity; for no rhythm can have its full 
effect unless some stress is laid upon the syllables that come 
at certain stages of the verse. So this lengthening or shortening 
of the notes would be attended by an increase or a decrease in 
their strength. Apart from this, the entire melody might 
grow louder or softer in successive parts of an elaborate piece, 
and the time might likewise grow faster or slower; but there 
is nothing to indicate such changes. 

Thus it is impossible to fix the absolute pitch, duration or 
intensity of any of the ancient notes. The evidence only goes 
to prove that certain notes were higher or lower, longer or 
shorter, louder or softer than certain other notes. And in 
dealing with their relative pitch, duration and intensity, the 
pitch alone ,can be determined with precision. 
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There is consequently a serious fault in much that has been 
written of late about the music of the ancients. Transcripts 
have been made upon a plan that necessarily gives the 
wrong pitch to twenty notes out of every twenty-one and 
does not necessarily give the right pitch to the twenty-first, 
while it probably is just as much at fault in the duration of 
the notes and their intensity. Arguments have been founded 
on these transcripts, as though all originals had now been 
superseded; and the conclusions are astonishing. In fact, 
some ancient music has actually been compared to works of 
Beethoven and Wagner, from which it differs fundamentally. 
But this was perhaps to be expected when so many scholars 
and musicians have plunged into a higher criticism of ancient 
music without taking the trouble to make themselves acquainted 
with the notes. 

A FLUTE· PLAYER, TAKING A DRINK, WITH HER FLUTE·CASE SLUNG OVF:R HER LKG. 

From a Greek vase in the Author's collection. 
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, Eine recht fleissige Monographie i.iber die lnsel Rhodos, bei der die in den 
Ausgrabungen zu Tage gekommenen kunstarchaologischen Fundstiicke sowohl 
wie die massenhaften Inschriften verarbeitet worden sind.'-Berliner Philo
logisc1ze Wochenschdft. 

RHODES IN MODERN TIMES. Demy 8vo. 1887. 8s. 

'This book is a worthy sequel to the author's former work.'-Academy. 

'Le sujet etait interessant et nouveau; il a ete traite avec soin et une connais
sance peu commune des historiens de Byzance.'-Revue Cri#que. 

It 

MEMPHIS AND MYCENJE, an Examination of Egyptian 
Chronology and its application to the Early History of 
Greece. Demy 8vo. 1896. 5s. 

'Though the results arrived at are chiefly negative, the book will be found 
to contain much useful matter about Egyptian chronology, which the author 
deals with in a learned, but withal highly businesslike, manner.'-Tt·mes. 

"Egli ha il merito d' aver messo il dito sulla piaga, e di avere scosso la cieca 
fede in una cronologia, che oramai minacciava di essere considerata siccome 
canonica.' - La Cultura. 
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